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Abstract
Modern-day factories of the agricultural industry need to produce and distribute large amounts of
compound feed to handle the daily demands of livestock farming. As a highly-automated production
process is utilized to fulfill the large-scale requirements in this domain, finding efficient machine
schedules is a challenging task which requires the consideration of complex constraints and the
execution of optional cleaning jobs to prevent a contamination of the final products. Furthermore,
it is critical to minimize job tardiness in the schedule, since the truck routes which are used to
distribute the products to customers are sensitive to delays. Thus, there is a strong need for efficient
automated methods which are able to produce optimized schedules in this domain.

This paper formally introduces a novel real-life problem from this area and investigates constraint-
modeling techniques as well as a metaheuristic approach to efficiently solve practical scenarios. In
particular, we investigate two innovative constraint programming model variants as well as a mixed
integer quadratic programming formulation to model the contamination constraints which require
an efficient utilization of variables with a continuous domain. To tackle large-scale instances, we
additionally provide a local search approach based on simulated annealing that utilizes problem-
specific neighborhood operators.

We provide a set of new real-life problem instances that we use in an extensive experimental
evaluation of all proposed approaches. Computational results show that our models can be successfully
used together with state-of-the-art constraint solvers to provide several optimal results as well as
high-quality bounds for many real-life instances. Additionally, the proposed metaheuristic approach
could reach many optimal results and delivers the best upper bounds on many of the large practical
instances in our experiments.
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1 Introduction

In the modern agricultural industry large amounts of compound feed are produced and
distributed to fulfill the demands of livestock farming. A highly-automated production
environment is used to handle these large-scale requirements, where complex machinery
handles the mixing and processing of the numerous ingredients of the compound feed products.

Finding efficient production schedules is a challenging task as several problem-specific
constraints regarding contamination levels need to be fulfilled. Furthermore, job tardiness
is a critical minimization objective in this domain as trucks are needed to distribute the
compound feed products to many consumers and the associated routing is sensitive to delays
in production. Currently, human planners create the production schedules either manually
or basic greedy algorithms are used to produce solutions that often include a large number
of tardy jobs and can hardly fulfill all constraints. Therefore, there is a strong need for novel
efficient automated scheduling methods in this area.

In this paper we introduce a novel challenging real-life machine scheduling problem
originating from the agricultural industry. As a set of predetermined jobs has to be scheduled
on multiple machines where processing times depend on the predecessor job, the problem can
be categorized as a parallel machine scheduling problem with setup times (PMSP). Finding
efficient schedules for such problems is usually a challenging task and even early basic variants
were shown to be NP-hard [3]. Therefore, a plethora of heuristic as well as exact solution
approaches were proposed in the past and several surveys such as [4, 2] provide an overview
of the related literature.

However, as practical machine scheduling problems appear in many different variations
regarding the specified constraints and the objective function, complex large-scale applications
are still being investigated in the recent literature. For example, [14] recently proposed a
constraint programming (CP) approach to solve a resource-constrained PMSP which includes
precedence constraints and aims to minimize job completion time. In [9], another variant with
cyclical parallel machines originating from the agricultural industry was approached with
mathematical programming as well as an adaptive variable neighborhood based metaheuristic.
Another problem considering identical machine scheduling with tool requirements was recently
investigated in [6]. In their paper, the authors proposed a matheuristic approach that
combines a genetic algorithm together with mathematical programming to efficiently solve
practical large-scale instances. In [13], large instances of a bi-objective PMSP with resource
constraints during setups was tackled by introducing a novel iterated pareto greedy algorithm.
The complexity of another real-life PMSP with setup times and resources originating from
the manufacturing industry was analyzed in [5], and the authors proposed mixed integer
programming (MIP) models to efficiently solve instances which are based on industrial data.
Recently, exact and metaheuristic methods based on simulated annealing and MIP were
proposed for another unique PMSP variant from the industry [12].

The problem we investigate in this paper can be compared to previously studied PMSPs
as a set of given jobs with sequence-dependent processing times is scheduled to unrelated
parallel machines. However, in addition to traditional PMSP constraints, a set of unique
contamination level constraints needs to be fulfilled which further requires the consideration
of including optional cleaning jobs in the schedule. Modeling these contamination constraints
requires auxiliary variables with a continuous domain which makes it challenging to find
efficient CP formulations and to the best of our knowledge such constraints have not been
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investigated for PMSPs in the past. The objective function for the investigated problem
variant further includes a domain-specific variant of tardiness minimization, since due dates
are defined on tours which are associated to groups of jobs.

In addition to formally introducing a novel real-life PMSP, we provide a set of 19 real-life
benchmark instances that represent scenarios from the agricultural industry. As exact
approaches to the problem we propose a direct- and an interval variable based CP model
together with several programmed search strategies as well as a mixed integer quadratic
programming (MIQP) formulation that include novel modeling techniques regarding the
contamination constraints and cleaning jobs. Furthermore, we investigate a metaheuristic
approach using simulated annealing to efficiently solve large-scale real-life problem instances
which utilizes four problem specific neighborhood operators and uses randomly generated
initial solutions.

An extensive experimental evaluation of all proposed approaches using the real-life
benchmark instances shows that the CP approach is able to provide 9 optimal results and
further produces high-quality solutions for all instances. The metaheuristic approach we
propose further can reach 8 optimal results, similar upper bounds as obtained by the exact
methods for the majority of instances, and two overall best upper bounds.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We provide the problem description
in Section 2, before we give the direct CP model in Section 3. Afterwards, a MIQP
formulation and an alternative CP model using interval variables are proposed in Sections 4
& 5. In Section 6, we then introduce a metaheuristic approach based on local search. The
experimental evaluation of all proposed approaches is discussed on Section 7. Finally, we
give concluding remarks at the end of the paper.

2 Problem Description

The main aim of the PMSP variant we investigate is to create efficient schedules on multiple
machines for a given set of jobs, where each job has to be scheduled on exactly one of its
eligible machines. Furthermore, release dates (i.e. earliest start times) are specified for each
job depending on the machine and the processing time of each job depends not only on the
machine but also on the previously scheduled job. As several steps regarding the mixing
of food products are performed within a job (each job produces a unique mix), there are
complex domain-specific rules that determine sequence-dependent processing times to fulfill
strict food requirements. Thus, we use sequence-dependent job times instead of setup times
to specify this problem.

To avoid contamination of the produced goods maximum contamination levels of sev-
eral contamination factors further must be respected whenever a job is started. Different
ingredients, which are associated with the contamination factors, are used to produce unique
food mixes in each job. Each ingredient causes a different contamination change regarding
the individual factors, while the contamination needs to stay below a maximum to keep the
food clean. The maximum level depends on the particular quantity and ingredient mix and
thus is specified per factor/job pair. Further, the contamination reduction varies for each
machine and factor, which is given as a reduction factor for each factor/machine pair.

The contamination levels are changed through the execution of the jobs, where each
job can affect them differently. For example, a particular job could lower the level of one
contamination factor and raise the level for another factor during its execution.

Additionally, optional cleaning jobs can be scheduled to reduce the contamination levels.
Cleaning jobs behave similarly to regular jobs as they flush machines using a dummy mix
and thereby update individual contamination levels. To fully reset all levels multiple cleaning
jobs might be needed. Thus, in contrast to regular jobs they are optional and can be
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scheduled more than once if necessary. In the agricultural industry usually predetermined
uniform lengths are used for the cleaning jobs, as it is challenging to give guarantees about
contamination changes on variable lengths.

Finally, the main aim of the problem we investigate is to minimize tour tardiness, where
each tour represents a truck route that is associated to a group of jobs that produce supplies
for that tour. The food mixes each job produces are loaded on trucks which start delivery
as soon as they are fully loaded, where food from a single job can be distributed on several
tours and to multiple customers within a tour. The tour planning involves product forecasts
and is not handled in our problem but predetermined in the input (a tour due date is the
latest time the truck should start delivery).

Thus, the end time of the last job in the schedule that is associated to that tour is
compared against the tour due date to calculate tour tardiness. The minimization objective
then aggregates the tardiness over all tours. Table 1 summarizes the formal parameters of
an instance to the investigated problem:

Table 1 Parameters for the parallel machine scheduling problem with contamination constraints.

Description Parameter
Set of non-cleaning jobs J∗

Set of cleaning jobs S
Set of all jobs J = J∗ ∪ S
Set of tours T
Tours associated to each job jobT oursj ⊆ T ∀j ∈ J∗

Set of Machines M
Processing time of job j after predecessor i on machine m pi,j,m ∈ R+ ∀i ∈ J, j ∈ J, m ∈ M
Processing time of job i on machine m at the start of the
schedule

bi,m ∈ R+ ∀i ∈ J, m ∈ M

Set of eligible machines per job Ej ⊆ M ∀j ∈ J∗

Tour due dates dt ∈ N ∀t ∈ T
Job release dates rj,m ∈ N ∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M
Set of contamination factors K
Maximum contamination per factor and job Cmax

k,j ∈ R+ ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J
Contamination volume per job Ck,j ∈ R+ ∀j ∈ J, k ∈ K
Initial contamination per machine C0

k,m ∈ R+ ∀k ∈ K, m ∈ M
Contamination reduction multiplier per factor and machine RFk,m ∈ [0, 1] ∀k ∈ K, m ∈ M
Bound on the scheduling horizon h ∈ N
Bound on the contamination level u ∈ R+

Bound on the tardiness of a tour v ∈ N

To further illustrate the investigated problem, Figure 1 visualizes a schedule for a simple
toy example instance with jobs J1 − J6, a cleaning job C, and two machines M1, M2. In
this example, J1 is scheduled first on M1 at time 0 and ends at time 2. Afterwards, J3 is
executed before C is scheduled at time 5. Finally, after a short break J4 is started at time 8.
J4 cannot directly start after J3 ends, as its release date is 8 in this example (rJ4,M1 = 8).
J2 is scheduled first on M2 and starts at time 1, as rJ2,M2 = 1. After completion of J2, J5
starts just at time 4 since rJ5,M2 = 4. Finally, J6 is scheduled at time 6 and ends at time 9.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

M1 J1 J3 C J4

M2 J2 J5 J6

Figure 1 An example schedule for 6 jobs and a cleaning job on two machines.
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Note that the jobs have processing times of 2 or 3 in the example, which are determined
by the corresponding predecessor job. Therefore, the job lengths could be different if the job
order was changed. The background colors of each job indicate the associated tours. In the
example, jobs with a dark gray color belong to tour T1, whereas light gray jobs belong to
tour T2. C has a white background and is not associated to any tour (which is always the
case with cleaning jobs as they do not provide any demands), and J5 is actually associated
to both T1 and T2. Thus, production for T1 is finished with the end of J5 at time 6 and tour
T2 is completed at time 10. Let the tour due dates for this example be dT1 = 5 and dT2 = 8.
Then T1 would be late by one time unit and T2 would be late by two units.

Figure 2 further illustrates the change in contamination levels on M1 regarding two
contamination factors K = {k1, k2}. Both factors start at level 0 at time point 0 but get
raised through the execution of J1 to 0.2 and 0.5. The execution of J3 actually lowers the level
of k2 to 0.2, however, k1 is raised to 1.5 by J3 as it causes a strong contamination regarding
that factor. C then reduces contamination for both factors down to k1 = 0.2, k2 = 0 so that
J4 can be scheduled, which again increases the contamination levels regarding both factors.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0

0.5

1

1.5

C
on

ta
m
in
at
io
n
M

1

k1
k2

Figure 2 Contamination levels for factors k1 and k2 for the jobs scheduled on machine M1 in the
example schedule shown in Figure 1.

3 Constraint Programming Formulation

In this section, we propose a direct CP formulation for the PMSP with contamination
constraints. The model serves as a formal specification of the problem, but can also be used
as an exact solution approach together with a CP solver.

3.1 Decision Variables
The direct CP model uses decision variables that represent the job predecessors and thereby
determines the complete job sequence on each machine:

Predecessors of regular jobs: xj ∈ J ∪ M ∀j ∈ J∗

Cleaning job predecessors: xs ∈ J ∪ M ∪ {⊥} ∀s ∈ S

A predecessor either is another job or a machine, in the latter case the associated job starts
the machine schedule. Cleaning jobs additionally can have their predecessor set to ⊥ in which
case they are not scheduled at all. Further, the following auxiliary variables are specified:

Machine assignment for each job: yj ∈ M ∀j ∈ J∗

Machine assignment for each cleaning job: yj ∈ M ∪ {⊥} ∀j ∈ S

Start time of each job: startj ∈ N ∀j ∈ J

End time of each job: endj ∈ N ∀j ∈ J

End time of each tour: endt ∈ N ∀t ∈ T

Contamination level before each job: ck,j ∈ R+ ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J

CP 2022



41:6 Solving Parallel Machine Scheduling with Contamination Constraints

These variables define the machine assignments for each job (if a cleaning job is not used its
machine assignment is ⊥) in addition to start- and end times for jobs and tours. Furthermore,
the contamination states before each job are captured by a set of contamination level variables.

3.2 Constraints

In the following we formally specify the constraints of the investigated problem (Note that
we implicitly make use of the element global constraint and constraint reification):

Job start times need to be greater than or equal to the job release date:

startj ≥ rj,yj ∀j ∈ J (1)

Tour end time variables should be greater than or equal to the associated job end times:

endt ≥ endj ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ jobT oursj (2)

Jobs can only be assigned to eligible machines:

yj ∈ Ej ∀j ∈ J∗ (3)

Channel predecessor variables with start- and end time variables:

(xj ∈ J) ⇒ (startj > endxj ∧ endj = startj + p(xj ),j,(yj ) ∧ yj = y(xj )) ∀j ∈ J (4)
(xj ∈ M) ⇒ (startj ≥ 0 ∧ endj = startj + bj,(yj ) ∧ yj = xj) ∀j ∈ J (5)
(xj = ⊥) ⇒ (startj = 0 ∧ endj = 0 ∧ yj = ⊥) ∀j ∈ S (6)

All predecessor assignments need to be different (unless they are set to ⊥):

x(j1) ̸= x(j2) ∨ x(j1) = ⊥ ∀j1, j2 ∈ J where j1 ̸= j2 (7)

Contamination levels must stay below the maximum values:

(ck,j + Ck,j) · (1 − RFk,(yj )) < Cmax
k,j ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J where xj ∈ J (8)

Contamination levels at the beginning must be greater or equal to the initial state:

ck,j ≥ C0
k,(xj ) ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J where xj ∈ M (9)

Contamination levels are updated based on the job sequence:

ck,j ≥ RFk,(yj ) · (ck,(xj ) + Ck,(xj )) ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J where xj ∈ J (10)

3.3 Objective Function

As in the practical application it is better to have several tours that are a bit late than
having a single tour that is late by a large amount of time, the tardiness of each tour is
squared in the objective function:

minimize
∑
t∈T

max{0, endt − dt}2 (11)

4 Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming Model

In this section, we specify a MIQP formulation of the PMSP with contamination and can be
used as an exact solution approach with state-of-the-art MIQP solvers.
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4.1 Decision Variables
A set of Boolean decision variables is used to determine the job sequence on all machines by
capturing the job predecessors. Additionally, several auxiliary variables determine machine
assignments, start- and end times, contamination levels, and tour tardiness:

Boolean job predecessor variables that are set to 1 if and only if job i is a direct predecessor
of job j on machine m (ω is a dummy job indicating the initial machine state):

xi,j,m ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ J ′(J ′ = J ∪ {ω}), m ∈ M (12)

Boolean machine assignment variables:
yj,m ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M (13)

Start time of each job: startj ∈ {0, . . . , h} ∀j ∈ J

End time of each job: endj ∈ {0, . . . , h} ∀j ∈ J

End time of each tour: endt ∈ {0, . . . , h} ∀t ∈ T

Contamination level before each job: ck,j ∈ [0, u] ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J

Tour tardiness: tardinesst ∈ {0, . . . , v} ∀t ∈ T

4.2 Constraints
The following list of linear constraints are used in the MIQP formulation:

Each job can be used as at most one predecessor:∑
j∈J\{i},m∈M

xi,j,m ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ J (14)

Each machine can be used as at most one predecessor:∑
j∈J

x0,j,m ≤ 1 ∀m ∈ M (15)

Any job that is used as a predecessor also needs to have a single predecessor itself:∑
m∈M,i∈J ′\{j}

xi,j,m =
∑

m∈M,i∈J ′\{j}

xj,i,m ∀j ∈ J (16)

If a job j has a predecessor i, i must have another predecessor on the same machine:∑
k∈J ′\{i}

xk,i,m ≥ xi,j,m ∀i ∈ J, j ∈ J, m ∈ M (17)

If a job has a predecessor on a machine, it also needs to be assigned on the same machine:∑
i∈J ′\{j}

xi,j,m = yj,m ∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M (18)

If a job is a predecessor on a machine, it also needs to be assigned on the same machine:∑
j∈J′\{i}

xi,j,m = yi,m ∀i ∈ J, m ∈ M (19)

Each job can only be assigned to eligible machines:∑
m∈Ej

yj,m = 1 ∀j ∈ J∗,
∑

m∈Ej

yj,m ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ S,
∑

m∈M\Ej

yj,m = 0 ∀j ∈ J (20)

Each job needs a predecessor on an eligible machine (cleaning jobs may have one):∑
i∈J,m∈Ej

xi,j,m = 1 ∀j ∈ J∗,
∑

i∈J,m∈Ej

xi,j,m ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ S,
∑

i∈J,m∈M\Ej

xi,j,m = 0 ∀j ∈ J

(21)
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Release dates have to be respected:
startj ≥ rj,m − (1 − yj,m) · h ∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M (22)

Channel tour end times to the job end times:
endt ≥ endj ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ jobT oursj (23)

Channel job start- and end times with the job predecessors (this also prevents cyclic
predecessor assignments):

startj > endi − (1 −
∑

m∈Ej

xi,j,m) · (h + 1) ∀i ∈ J ′, j ∈ J (24)

endj ≥ startj +
∑

m∈Ej

(xi,j,m · pj,m,i) − (1 −
∑

m∈Ej

xi,j,m) · (h + 1) ∀i ∈ J ′, j ∈ J (25)

Contamination levels must stay below the maximum values:
(ck,j + Ck,j) · (1 − RFk,m) < Cmax

k,j + (1 − xi,j,m) · (1 + u) ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ J ′, j ∈ J, m ∈ Ej (26)

Set initial contamination levels for jobs at the start of the schedule:
ck,j ≥ C0

k,m − (1 − x0,j,m) · (1 + u) ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ J, m ∈ Ej (27)

Set contamination levels in the sequence based on the job predecessor assignments:
ck,j ≥ RFk,m · (ck,i + Ck,i) − (1 − xi,j,m) · (1 + u) ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ J, j ∈ J, m ∈ Ej (28)

Channel the tour tardiness variables to tour end time variables:
tardinesst ≥ endt − dt (29)

4.3 Objective Function
The objective function aims to minimize the sum of each squared tour tardiness:

minimize
∑
t∈T

tardiness2
t (30)

5 Alternative Constraint Programming Model using Interval Variables

In this section, we propose an alternative CP model that utilizes a widely used technique to
capture the scheduling aspects of the investigated problem with optional interval variables
and specialized global constraints [10, 11].

As alrady mentioned in Section 2 the practical application uses sequence-dependent
processing times instead of setup times in its input parameters. However, in the interval
based model we want to utilize efficient scheduling global constraints that only accept
setup-time based input. Thus, we transform the sequence-dependent processing times into
equivalent shorter processing and appropriate setup times in a preprocessing phase for this
formulation (by taking the overall minimum processing time and calculating setup times
based on the differences regarding each job predecessor).

We specify the following additional input parameters needed by this formulation:
Setup time between two jobs on each machine: sm,i,j ∈ N ∀m ∈ M, i ∈ J ′, j ∈ J

Processing time (not sequence-dependent) of each job (ω has a processing time of 0):
pj ∈ N ∀j ∈ J ′

Minimum release time: mj = min{rj,m|m ∈ M} ∀j ∈ J

Contamination volume for unused job positions is 0: Ck,0 = 0 ∀k ∈ K

Acceptable difference for floating point comparison: ϵ ∈ R+

All jobs associated to a tour: tourJobst = {j ∈ J |t ∈ jobToursj}
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5.1 Decision Variables
We use optional interval variables which formally are decision variables whose domain values
are a convex interval: {⊥} ∪ {[s, e)|s, e ∈ Z, s ≤ e}, where s and e are the start- and end
times of the interval and ⊥ is a special value indicating that the interval is not scheduled
at all. The start- and end times of such a variable var can be accessed via functions
startOf(var), endOf(var), and the function presenceOf(var) returns true if and only if
an optional interval is scheduled. Furthermore, several global constraints can be defined
on interval variables. For example the alternative(var, V ) global constraint ensures that
exactly one of the interval variables in the set V must have identical start- and end times
to the interval variable var. We specify interval variables (optional interval variables) with
the notation intervalV ar(p, [l, b]) (optIntervalV ar(p, [l, b])), where p denotes the processing
time and [l, b] specifies the time period in which the interval may be scheduled.

In addition to the interval variables, we make use of sequence variables which capture a
permutation over a given set of interval variables and thereby express the sequence of all
present interval variables. Thus, a sequence variable π can be used with global constraints
such as noOverlap(π), which ensures that all intervals in the sequence do not interfere
temporally. Furthermore, sequence variables can serve as arguments for functions such
as first(π, var) and typeOfPrev(π, var, −1), where first(π, var) ensures that the interval
variable var is scheduled first in sequence π and typeOfPrev(π, var, −1) returns the job id
which is the predecessor of interval var in sequence π or -1 if var is scheduled at the start of
the sequence. The following decision variables are used in the interval variable based model:

Interval variables for jobs and optional interval variables for cleaning jobs:
xj : intervalVar(pj , [mj , h]) ∀j ∈ J∗, xs : optIntervalVar(ps, [ms, h]) ∀s ∈ S (31)

Optional interval variables that model machine assignments for each job:
xmm,j : optIntervalVar(pj , [rj,m, h]) ∀j ∈ J ′, m ∈ M (32)

A sequence variable for each machine:
πm : seq({xmm,j |j ∈ J ′}, J ′) ∀m ∈ M (33)

These interval variables are sufficient to determine the full schedule. However, to model
the contamination levels we further need sets of auxiliary variables that capture the pos-
itions of jobs as well as auxiliary variables with a continuous domain that determine the
contamination levels in the sequence. As we designed the interval based model for the use
with CPoptimizer [11], which does not support floating point variables but only dynamic
floating point expressions, we cannot rely on the recursive formulation of the contamination
level constraints that was used for the models proposed in sections 3 & 4. Instead, we
introduce additional auxiliary variables to represent all possible job positions which can be
used together with floating point dynamic expressions for the contamination constraints:

Variables storing the job positions (0 is used if the job is not scheduled on that machine):
jobP osm,j ∈ {0, . . . , |J |} ∀m ∈ M, j ∈ J (34)

Variables storing the job scheduled at each position (0 is used if no job is scheduled):
jobAtm,j ∈ {0} ∪ J ∀m ∈ M, j ∈ {1, . . . , |J |} (35)

Variables storing the job predecessors (0 if the job is not scheduled on the machine, -1 if
it has no predecessor):

prevm,j ∈ {−1, 0} ∪ J ′ ∀m ∈ M, j ∈ J (36)
Dynamic expressions representing the contamination levels before each job position:

ck,m,0 = C0
k,m, ck,m,i = RFk,m · (ck,m,(i−1) + Ck,(jobAtm,i)) ∀k ∈ K, m ∈ M, i ∈ {1, . . . , |J |}

(37)
Dynamic expressions representing the contamination volume at each position:

cvk,m,i = (ck,m,i−1 + Ck,(jobAtm,i)) · (1 − RFk,m) ∀k ∈ K, m ∈ M, i ∈ {1, . . . , |J |} (38)
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41:10 Solving Parallel Machine Scheduling with Contamination Constraints

5.2 Constraints
The following set of constraints are specified for the interval variable based model:

Release dates must be respected for each present job interval:
presenceOf(xmm,j) ⇒ (startOf(xmm,j) − sm,(prevm,j ),j ≥ rj,m) ∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M (39)

Each job can only be scheduled on one machine:
alternative(xj , {xmm,j |m ∈ M}) ∀j ∈ J (40)

The dummy job ω is scheduled as the first job on all machines:
first(πm, xmm,ω) ∧ presenceOf(xmm,ω) ∀m ∈ M (41)

All jobs in a machine sequence must not overlap (considering also the setup times):

noOverlap(πm, {sm,i,j |i ∈ J ′, j ∈ J}) ∀m ∈ M (42)

Maximum contamination levels must not be violated:
cvk,m,i ≤ Cmax

k,(jobAtm,i) − ϵ ∀k ∈ K, m ∈ M, i ∈ {1, . . . , |J |} (43)

Jobs cannot be scheduled on ineligible machines:
¬presenceOf(xmm,j) ∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M \ Ej (44)

Channel job interval variables to job predecessor variables:
prevm,j = typeOfPrev(πm, xmm,j , −1) ∀m ∈ M, j ∈ J (45)

Channel job predecessor variables to sequence position variables:
(prevm,j = ω) ⇔ (jobP osm,j = 1) ∀m ∈ M, j ∈ J (46)
(prevm,j = 0) ⇔ (jobP osm,j = 0) ∀m ∈ M, j ∈ J (47)
(prevm,j = i) ⇒ (jobP osm,i = jobP osm,j − 1) ∀m ∈ M, i, j ∈ J (48)
(jobP osm,i = jobP osm,j − 1 ∧ jobP osm,i ̸= 0) ⇒ (prevm,j = i) ∀m ∈ M, i, j ∈ J (49)

Channel sequence position variables to job position variables:
(jobP osm,i = j) ⇔ (jobAtm,j = i) ∀m ∈ M, i ∈ J, j ∈ {1, . . . , |J |} (50)

5.3 Objective Function
The objective function minimizes the squared tour tardiness of all tours:

minimize
∑
t∈T

max({0} ∪ {endOf(xj) − dt|∀j ∈ tourJobst})2 (51)

6 Metaheuristic Approach

In this section, we propose a local search approach using simulated annealing for the PMSP
with contamination constraints. First, we describe the solution representation, the used
cost function, and the generation of initial solutions. Then, we explain the generation of
neighborhood solutions and further describe how a simulated annealing based acceptance
function is utilized.

We note that a local search approach based on simulated annealing that partly use
similar neighborhoods for another PMSP variant was proposed in [12]. However, we further
introduce two additional neighborhood operators to deal with the unique properties of the
problem proposed in this paper.
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6.1 Solution Representation, Cost Function & Initial Solutions
We represent candidate solutions by using arrays storing the sequence of job ids assigned to
each machine. The length of each array is set to the maximum number of all jobs, and empty
positions in the arrays are aligned to the end and set to a null value. Any candidate solution
ensures that regular jobs are scheduled exactly once on any machine, cleaning jobs however
are optional. The value of the objective function for a given candidate solution is determined
by calculating the earliest possible start time for each job in the sequence (i.e. either directly
after the predecessor ends or at the release date). However, as candidate solutions may also
cause constraint violations, we additionally include the number of violations V in the cost
function cost(S) that is used to evaluate a candidate solution S:

cost(S) =
∑
t∈T

max{0, endt − dt}2 + V · M (52)

The cost function adds the number of constraint violations V multiplied by a given factor
M to the objective function, where M is set to a large value so that a single hard constraint
violation becomes incomparingly more expensive than any objective value. We determine
the value V by counting the number of contamination level violations together with the
number of eligible machine violations. Thereby, each job scheduled on an ineligible machine
is counted as a violation and the number of contamination level violations is calculated by
checking if the maximum contamination level is exceeded for each job position and factor.

To randomly construct initial solutions, we shuffle the list of jobs and then simply assign
one job after the other to a randomly selected eligible machine. Note that this construction
procedure may produce infeasible solutions as contamination level constraints may appear,
however, local search usually can quickly repair infeasible solutions.

6.2 Search Neighborhoods
We use four different neighborhood operators for local search:
1. Swap jobs: This operator selects two jobs in the schedule and simply swaps their

positions, where the jobs can be on the same machine or on different machines.
2. Shift job: A job is moved to another position in the schedule. Potential targets are any

position between consecutive jobs as well as the start and end of any machine schedule.
3. Insert cleaning job: Inserts a single cleaning job into any position of the schedule.

Similar as with the shift job neighborhood, the target position can be between any pair
of consecutive scheduled jobs, or at the start/end of a machine schedule.

4. Remove cleaning job: Removes a single cleaning job that is currently scheduled.
Regarding the swap jobs and shift job operators, we additionally consider block swap and
block shift versions where the main idea is to swap or shift blocks of up to k consecutively
scheduled jobs at once, where k is a parameter given to the algorithm. For example, if k = 3
the swap job neighborhood would not only consider swapping two single jobs, but could
potentially swap two blocks of consecutively scheduled jobs with block lengths of two or
three. Similarly, a block shift neighborhood move could shift blocks of jobs to a new position
in the schedule. The intuition behind these block moves is that short job sequences that work
well regarding job processing times and contamination levels can be moved at once to find
improving neighboring solutions without the need of performing solution quality worsening
intermediate steps.

When dealing with large-scale real-life instance, exploring the complete neighborhood can
quickly become computationally expensive. Thus, in the proposed metaheuristic we do not
explore the full neighborhood, but instead randomly select a single move out of the complete
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neighborhood in each iteration. Thereby, we select a single random move per iteration in 2
steps: First, we randomly select one of the neighborhoods. Then, we uniformly sample a
single move from the chosen neighborhood.

6.3 Neighborhood Move Acceptance
After a single random move is selected, we evaluate the change to the current solution’s
quality that would be caused by the move. Based on the result we then decide whether the
move should be applied to the current solution. We use a move acceptance function based
on simulated annealing [8] which ensures that a cost-improving move is always accepted,
whereas a non-cost-improving move is only accepted with probability p that depends on the
change in solution quality as well as the current temperature value T . Equation 53 shows
how probability p is calculated based on the costs of the current solution S and the candidate
solution S∗ which has bigger costs than S.

p = exp( −(cost(S∗) − cost(S))
T

) (53)

Regarding the temperature T , we set the initial temperature Tinit and the final tem-
perature Tfinal by user defined parameters. The cooling rate, which determines how fast
the temperature is lowered after each search iteration, is determined dynamically after each
iteration in our approach. Thus, the actual cooling rate which is applied for the next iteration
is calculated by looking at the average runtime per move and the remaining time budget.
Thereby, we set the cooling rate to a value that ensures that the temperature converges to
the final temperature value Tfinal at the end of the runtime, assuming the current average
runtime per iteration.

7 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the results from an extensive evaluation of all proposed approaches
on realistic problem instances from the industry. First, we describe our experimental
environment and the benchmark instances. Afterwards, we present and discuss the detailed
computational results.

7.1 Experimental Environment
All experiments were run on a computing cluster with 10 identical nodes, each having 24 cores,
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5–2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz and 252 GB RAM. To evaluate the MIQP
model we used Cplex 20.1 [1] and Gurobi 9.5 [7], whereas we used CPoptimizer 20.1 [11] to
evaluate the CP models. As CPoptimizer does not support floating point variables, we had
to adapt the direct model from Section 3 so that it uses dynamic expressions to capture the
contamination levels for each job position. We did this by using similar modeling techniques
regarding the contamination constraints as in Section 5, with the only difference that the
auxiliary job position variables were channeled to the predecessor variables from the direct
model instead of the interval variables. For CPoptimizer we set the relative optimality gap
to 10−7, besides that we used default parameters for all solvers, but restricted them to
single-threaded solving. Further, we used reasonable values based on the size of the real-life
instances for the model parameters h, u, v and ϵ. The local search parameters were set based
on manual tuning trials: k = 4, Tinit = 1012, and Tend = 10−4.

All approaches were given a time limit of 1 hour per instance. As the metaheuristic
approach utilizes a randomly created initial solution as well as randomly generated moves,
we conducted 10 repeated experimental runs per instance with the local search approach and
present the mean costs in the final results.
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Table 2 The upper bounds for each instance achieved by the proposed methods.

Inst. CP direct CP interval MIQP Gurobi MIQP Cplex LS
I 1 403617 403617 406472 445837 403617
I 2 394696 394696 412688 394696 394696
I 3 25702 25702 30250 27702 25702
I 4 2305 2305 2393 3573 2305
I 5 39193760 33707 44530 52907 33707
I 6 136288 136288 143421 157525 136288
I 7 245418700 959455 18291650 24524154 959455
I 8 6571216 20816 5375830 23556806 20816
I 9 4901583 97586 15987063 97586
I 10 106274 32417279 106274
I 11 10539330 2434331 2384267.3
I 12 324562700 696805 135383618 697368.6
I 13 440502600 1020957 1020957
I 14 910107 407439 3098941 1826389 407439
I 15 7178927 1454166 121659015 51971121 1454166
I 16 1144669 773924 29362144 776526
I 17 581404 22263532 17479750 581404
I 18 33251 19796349 188558145 33251
I 19 1082993 6697489 259614

We gathered 19 problem instances that directly represent real-life scheduling scenarios
from our industry partners to evaluate the proposed methods on realistic problems. All
instances together with the detailed results are available for download at https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.6797397. Detailed size parameters of the instances can further be found
in Appendix A.

We further experimented with different programmed search strategies in early experiments.
For the final experimental results presented in this section we used the solver’s default search
strategy with the direct CP model and selected a search strategy that assigns values to the π

sequence variables first for the interval based model, as these strategies performed best in the
early experiments. Detailed information about the search strategies and related experiments
are given in Appendix B.

Based on feedback from the reviewers we additionally experimented with another variant
of the MIQP model that uses smaller big Ms in constraints 22, 25, and 27. Although the best
dual bound found within 1 hour of runtime could be slightly improved for most instances,
the best upper bound found with MIQP heuristics was better without these changes for the
majority of instances. Thus, we decided to not include these changes in our final experiments.

7.2 Computational Results
A summary of the best upper bounds produced by all evaluated approaches is given in
Table 2. The table shows the best upper bounds produced by the direct- and interval variable
based CP models with CPoptimizer (CP direct/CP interval), the best upper bounds reached
by the MIQP model with Gurobi (MIQP Gurobi) and Cplex (MIQP Cplex), as well as the
mean cost results achieved over 10 runs with local search (LS). Overall best upper bounds
per instance are formatted in bold face, and empty cells denote that no solution could be
found within the runtime.

We see in Table 2 that the interval variable based CP model was the overall best
performing exact method as it provided best solutions for 17 instances. Only instance 19
could not be solved, whereas the direct CP model and Gurobi could find a solution within
the runtime. Local search also achieved best upper bounds in 17 cases, only for instances 11
and 16 the mean cost results were not on par with the CP approach. However, regarding
instances 11 and 19 the metaheuristic achieved improved results over the exact methods.
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Table 3 The lower bounds for each instance achieved by exact methods.

Inst. CP direct CP interval MIQP Gurobi MIQP Cplex
I 1 369489 403617 389058 388824
I 2 98575 295211 246813 229617
I 3 9377 25702 17273 15845
I 4 1370 2305 1936 1521
I 5 14885 24086 21284 21284
I 6 72197 136288 87066 82979
I 7 306161 707234 487155 322028
I 8 11601 20816 10517 11008
I 9 72097 97586 91988 62341
I 10 35145 80015 31561 324
I 11 90555 412877 277498 220423
I 12 491242 604160 577154 534484
I 13 634342 1020957 842490 802717
I 14 276676 407439 338875 330226
I 15 764585 1268739 1192610 1169638
I 16 412942 773924 600003 434803
I 17 352486 528173 461746 448509
I 18 20449 32662 28694 28694
I 19 223730 224186 232434 224946

The metaheuristic actually found solutions of similar quality over all 10 runs for all instances
except for instances 11/12 where the solution costs were 2383478/2391371 in the best case
and 696805/702441 in the worst case.

Table 3 further displays the best lower bounds achieved with exact methods. Columns 2-6
show from left to right: Lower bounds achieved with the direct CP model (CP direct), the
interval variable model (CP interval), and the MIQP model with Gurobi and Cplex (MIQP
Gurobi/MIQP Cplex). We see that the interval variable model produced the best lower
bounds for instances 1-18, whereas Gurobi achieved the best lower bound for instance 19.

Finally, Table 4 summarizes the overall best lower bounds (LB) and upper bounds achieved
by any of the exact methods (Exact) and compares it to the best upper bound achieved over
all 10 runs by local search (LS). Further, the table includes the duality gap between the
lower bound and the best upper bound in percentage (Gap), as well as the time in seconds
required until the best upper bound was found by the exact and local search methods (Time
(Exact) and Time (LS)). We see in the results that instances 1,3,4,6,8,9,13,14, and 16 could
be solved to optimality by exact methods. Surprisingly, the metaheuristic approach produced
cost equivalent or improved results compared to exact methods for most instances, as only
for instance 16 a better solution was achieved with CP. This indicates that the proposed
metaheuristic approach can efficiently escape local optima and thereby reach high-quality
results for real-life instances. However, CP based methods also produced equal or better
results for 17 instances and were necessary to guarantee optimal solutions. Additionally, we
see in the results that exact methods using CP can find high-quality solutions quickly as
for several instances the best bound was achieved within 60 seconds of runtime. However,
for some instances the best solution was found later during the search process. The best
results with local search were mostly found after about half of the given runtime budget
was consumed. This is an expected result, given that the used simulated annealing scheme
dynamically determines the cooling scheme so that the final temperature is reached at the
end of the runtime.

We further compared the best schedules produced by the proposed methods with schedules
created by human planners that currently utilize a construction heuristic to generate solutions
for the same set of real-life instances in the industry. For proprietary reasons we cannot provide
detailed results and additional information about the used heuristic, but our approaches
could successfully improve the quality of the schedules and thereby reduce the number of
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Table 4 The overall best lower bounds and best results achieved with exact and heuristic methods.

Inst. LB Gap Exact Time (Exact) LS Time (LS)
I 1 403617 0.00 403617 65 403617 1365.27
I 2 295211 25.21 394696 45.22 394696 1555.05
I 3 25702 0.00 25702 43.08 25702 1233.50
I 4 2305 0.00 2305 54.95 2305 1394.50
I 5 24086 28.54 33707 55.58 33707 1515.24
I 6 136288 0.00 136288 47.19 136288 1544.77
I 7 707234 26.29 959455 1142.8 959455 1445.58
I 8 20816 0.00 20816 70.33 20816 1462.24
I 9 97586 0.00 97586 128.54 97586 1577.79
I 10 80027 24.70 106274 859.68 106274 1745.08
I 11 412877 82.68 2434331 1225.75 2383478 1548.49
I 12 604160 13.30 696805 428.97 696805 1505.05
I 13 1020957 0.00 1020957 70.28 1020957 1484.74
I 14 407439 0.00 407439 617.8 407439 1729.00
I 15 1268739 12.75 1454166 2035.72 1454166 1615.52
I 16 773924 0.00 773924 284.15 776526 1615.68
I 17 528173 9.16 581404 228.03 581404 1607.26
I 18 32662 1.77 33251 281.08 33251 1366.23
I 19 232434 10.47 1082993 3600 259614 1446.79

delayed tours up to roughly 10%. Reducing delayed tours indicates a decent improvement as
tour delays lead to large costs in practice. Furthermore, as the instances are not easy and
the manual planning is done by experienced planners, a 10% reduction can be considered as
a good enhancement.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we introduced a novel real-life PMSP from the agricultural industry and
provided a set of challenging real-life instances that we gathered from industrial partners.

We proposed a direct- and an interval variable based CP approach as well as a MIQP
approach and thereby considered alternative modeling techniques to efficiently capture
unique aspects such as contamination constraints, optional cleaning jobs, and a tour tardiness
objective. Furthermore, we investigated a metaheuristic based on local search and simulated
annealing using problem specific neighborhood operators to approach large-scale instances.

An extensive experimental evaluation with the introduced real-life problem instances
shows that the CP approach using the interval variable based model was the overall best
performing exact method as it provided 9 optimal results and high-quality upper bounds for
most instances. Additionally, the metaheuristic could provide solutions to all instances and
thereby improved results of exact methods for two large-scale instances.

An interesting subject of future work could be to hybridize the proposed exact and
metaheuristic techniques within a large-neighborhood search based approach.
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A Benchmark Instances

Table 5 summarizes the features of the 19 problem instances that directly represent real-life
scheduling scenarios from our industry partners. The table displays in each row the instance
id (I1-I19), the number of jobs (|J |) , the number of machines (|M |), the number of tours
(|T |), and the number of contamination factors (|K|). Furthermore, Table 5 also includes the
number of variables and constraints used in the direct CP model (Vars/Cons), the interval
based model (I.Vars/I.Cons), and the MIQP model (M.Vars/M.Cons). We see that the
MIQP formulation in general uses more variables but less constraints than the CP models.
Further, the interval based model uses slightly more variables and constraints compared to
the direct CP model.

B Programmed Search Strategies

We evaluated several search strategies for the direct- and interval variable based CP models
together with CPoptimizer. These search strategies are based on variable- and value selection
heuristics, which determine the order of the explored variables and the value assignments.
This can play a critical role in reducing the search space that needs to be enumerated by the
CP solver. As the search strategies define heuristics only on a subset of all variables, the
solver’s default strategy is used after all mentioned variables were fixed. Furthermore, ties
are broken lexicographically. Table 6 describes the search strategies used with the direct-
and interval variable based models.
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Table 5 Size parameters of the real-life benchmark instances.

Inst. |J | |M | |T | |K| Vars Cons I.Vars I.Cons M.Vars M.Cons
I 1 26 2 41 58 874 5267470 897 5268554 183289 43798
I 2 16 2 37 58 824 5267209 840 5267828 110164 28379
I 3 15 2 37 58 819 5267184 833 5267761 76058 26854
I 4 18 2 34 58 834 5267264 846 5267965 68021 31473
I 5 28 2 42 58 884 5267522 907 5268710 199545 47099
I 6 21 2 43 58 849 5267341 869 5268178 152501 36753
I 7 76 2 76 58 1124 5268762 1174 5273691 764573 132270
I 8 67 2 78 58 1079 5268529 1128 5272594 658176 115596
I 9 77 2 82 58 1129 5268790 1181 5273814 808008 135722
I 10 94 2 82 58 1214 5269230 1274 5276173 1097447 171276
I 11 61 2 74 58 1049 5268380 1096 5271881 590600 104791
I 12 78 2 90 58 1134 5268816 1200 5273945 884457 137331
I 13 67 2 92 58 1079 5268535 1141 5272580 706558 114135
I 14 68 2 85 58 1084 5268557 1131 5272703 653867 116774
I 15 63 2 90 58 1059 5268428 1115 5272113 647114 107794
I 16 65 2 69 58 1069 5268478 1119 5272341 640025 111787
I 17 66 2 70 58 1074 5268506 1121 5272460 630976 112971
I 18 65 2 73 58 1069 5268481 1121 5272351 645552 111137
I 19 60 2 71 58 1044 5268350 1099 5271769 607280 101845

Table 7 summarizes the results on the 19 instances for all evaluated search strategies
with the direct- and interval variable based CP models. Each row shows results for a single
search strategy, where Columns 1-5 display from left to right: The model and search strategy
(Search), the number of optimal solutions achieved (O), the number of solutions achieved
(S), the number of best upper bounds achieved when compared with other strategies using
the same model (B), and the number of provided optimality proofs.

The results displayed in Table 7 show that the direct model could find solutions for 16
instances with the solver’s default search strategy, whereas other strategies could solve less
problem instances, even though direct-search1 could find more optimal solutions and best
upper bounds. No search strategy was able to prove an optimum with the direct model
(lower bounds achieved with the interval model were used to determine how many optimal
solutions were found with the direct formulation). As direct-default could solve the most
instances, we only present detailed results achieved by this strategy with the direct model in
Section 7.

We further see in the results shown in Table 7 that the interval variable based model could
successfully solve 18 instances with several search strategies, whereas the solver’s default
strategy could solve 13 instances. The search strategies interval-search3 and interval-search7
produced the overall best results as they could find 9 optimal solutions, achieved the best
upper bounds for 18 instances, and provided 8 optimality proofs. Actually, they achieved
the exact same upper bounds, and produced different lower bounds only for two instances.
Both search types fix sequence variables first, which indicates that this was the most efficient
strategy in our experiments. In Section 7 whenever we refer to the best results produced with
the interval variable based model we mean results achieved by the interval-search3 strategy,
only for the best lower bounds presented in Table 3 we combined the best bounds achieved
with interval-search3 and interval-search7.
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Table 6 Search strategies for the direct- and interval variable based CP models.

Search Strategy Description
direct-default Uses the solver’s default search strategy for the direct model.
direct-search1 Starts with the assignment of all x decision variables. Variables with the

smallest values in their domains are selected first and a minimum value first
strategy is used for value selection.

direct-search2 As direct-search1, but uses a smallest domain size variable selection heuristic
instead of the smallest domain value strategy.

direct-search3 As direct-search1, but operates on the start instead of the x variables.
direct-search4 As direct-search2, but operates on the start instead of the x variables.
direct-search5 As direct-search1, but operates on the endT our instead of the x variables.
direct-search6 As direct-search1, but operates on the end instead of the x variables.
direct-search7 As direct-search2, but operates on the end instead of the x variables.
interval-default Uses the solver’s default search strategy for the interval variable model.
interval-search1 Assigns values to the xm interval variables first. Each interval chooses a

presence status first and then assigns a start- and end time. Interval variables
with a small start- and end date are fixed first.

interval-search2 As interval-search1, but operates on the x instead of the xm variables.
interval-search3 Assigns values to the π sequence variables first. Thereby, the full order of

intervals associated to the sequences and the presence status of each interval
are fixed before start- and end times are assigned in a later search phase.

interval-search4 As interval-search1, but operates on the xc instead of the xm variables.
interval-search5 Starts with interval-search3 and then continues with interval-search1.
interval-search6 Starts with interval-search3 and then continues with interval-search2.
interval-search7 Starts with interval-search3 and then continues with interval-search4.

Table 7 Summarized results produced with different programmed search strategies.

Search O S B P
direct-default 4 16 9 0
direct-search1 6 12 11 0
direct-search2 4 14 9 0
direct-search3 0 5 0 0
direct-search4 0 5 0 0
direct-search5 0 5 0 0
direct-search6 0 6 0 0
direct-search7 0 6 0 0

Search O S B P
interval-direct 9 13 11 8
interval-search1 7 11 9 6
interval-search2 4 6 5 4
interval-search3 9 18 18 8
interval-search4 6 12 7 5
interval-search5 9 18 17 8
interval-search6 9 18 17 7
interval-search7 9 18 18 8
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